
On the occasion of the XXI Triennale di Milano New Craft Exibition, curated 

by Stefano Micelli and located in Ex Fabbrica del Vapore, Francesco Bombardi 

presents the concept of an original domestic scenario where new horizons 

in auroproduction culture meet opportunities growing with the diffusion 

of digital fabrication methods.

Thanks to the support of Barilla, a world leader in pasta production and a com-

pany dedicated to the innovation and exploration of emerging technologies  and 

Marrone, who for more than forty years has been in the custom kitchens sector 

to serve the creative needs of chefs all over the world.

this vision takes shape in a display that gives life to a rich experience, a tran-

sformation of small grains of wheat milled into a fine flour, which then 

become 3d-printed pasta forms.

following the international experience of the Food Innovation Program, 

and the ecosystem of values spreading from the local territory which ge-

nerated a dynamic meeting of the minds from companies, institutions and 

professionals like Acetaia San Giacomo, who presents FACETO, exclusively for 

Kitchen Tools, a machine to produce vinegar at home by means of an accele-

ration system and sensors remote control.

Hestia Design Lab  by Hildreth England allows the team to push the research 

to even more ambitious limits by exploring the universe of interaction and 

behavior design , in collaboration with DQUID, an emerging company in the 

world of Internet of things

Two other projects - Enrico Franchini,Enrica Bonilauri, Tommaso

Frattini for DISPENSA 2.0 and Michael Fili and Alfredo

Adinolfi Borea for @ROMAtic - are joined by UNIMORE students.

Prototype development and technical consultancy for interaction is coor-

dinated by Luca Crotti at Wonderlab.i

Paolo Tegoni, designs the web platform and mobile app architecture that 

guides us through a domestic experience and kitchen interaction that is 

compatible with our personal health.

the video installation that accompanies the exhibition is created by Claudio 

Piccinini, Alessio Ferrera e Federico Nocco REd creative company.

Gianmaria Sforza is proposing a personal selection of tools for the new do-

mestic landscape

wonderlab



Have you ever thought about creating your 
own pasta starting from scratch? To experience 
the magic of milling the grains...transforming 
the semolina or wheat into a unique pasta shape 
and flavor it with natural aromas?

The grains are kept in small silos, ready to be 
ground up by an electric mill integrated into the 
countertop, and transformed into fresh flour, 
which will be conserved in the adjacent silos.

By using an accompanying 
app, the user can decide 
the quantity and type of 
ingredients based on the 
user’s personal health ne-
eds for the day

Kitchen Tools is inspired by Aurasano, a con-
cept developed by Hestia design lab that plays 
with lights and sound to guide us through 
the process of meal preparation, customized 
to our preferences and health. Aurasano en-
visions a kitchen that engages us in a con-
versation about food, health, and wellness 
in surprising and delightful ways.

pasta 3d printer

The XXI Trieannale puts this experience on stage so we can imagine 
being transported into the domestic landscape. If we add a rese-
arch team made of experts in behavior and interaction design, it’s 
also possible to imagine an absolutely original experience that 
uses a personalized formula customized to your health needs.

To obtain the ideal meal the steps are 
short: it is enough to insert the mix into 
the printer, select the shape and in a few 
minutes, you get your own personal pa-
sta, ready for cooking , enriched by aro-
matic herbs cultivated in the indoor hy-
droponic garden.



04 / 02      opening 

04 / 28      BEZZECCHI -Faceto

05 / 03      SLOW/d - Vinegraal  

05 / 17      BARILLA

05 / 18      EMILIO ANTINORI

05 / 26      TOURDEFORK - Food Machines

05 / 31      ARDIGO’ - Fauna Macrobentonica
       + PATERNOSTER - Honey domestic 

06 / 17      UNIMORE Corso Food Design
       Workshop .FBombardi

06 / 24      UNIMORE Corso Food Design
       Workshop .FBombardi

07 / 06      BARILLA

09 / 07      BARILLA

curated by: Barilla, Future Food 
Insitute, Food Innovation Program, 
Simone Ardigò, Cesare Puzzi, Emilio 
Antinori con Abaco Soc.Coop, SlowD, 
Tourdefork, Open Dot, Andrea 
Paternoster, Andrea Bezzecchi

The students of Engineering Prof. 
Matteo Vignoli choose the theme 
for “IDEA CHALLENGE” as their course 
challenge of the project team.

to be confirmed


